This package includes a custom prepared OBD1 VTEC auto ECU with fully installed vehicle. It is much more involved than a standard manual transmission car. We offer many of our auto ECU wiring conversion harnesses below.

OBD1 ECU Chipping Service P05, P06, P28, P30, P72, P75, PR4, P06 vtec conversions, P05 vtec conversions. Free auto to manual conversion if needed.

Here is a quick video on how to convert a automatic ECU to a 5 speed ECU. It will work.

37820 P75 A02 ACURA INTEGRA ECU ECM 5 SPEED MANUAL MT COMPUTER 1994

Acura Integra 2 door automatic OEM engine computer ECM ECU.

CIVIC OBD2A TO OBD1 ECU ADAPTER HARNESS CONVERSION JUMPER JDM. Can I use an auto P75 with a manual transmission? OBD1 manual P75 ECU never opened.

96-98 Honda Civic Manual Trans Obd2a To Obd2b Ecu Conversion Jumper Harness 1996-98 Honda Civic ECU 37820-P2E-L82 Automatic 1.6 OEM Ecm Obd2 1994-95

Acura Integra 37820-P75-A01 ECU ECM OEM 5-spd MT OBD1 LS RS GS.

P75 Ecu Auto To Manual Conversion

>>>CLICK HERE<<<


OBD2A TO OBD1 ECU ADAPTER HARNESS CONVERSION HONDA CIVIC EG CIVIC EX 1.6L M/T ECU #37820 P28 C52 AUTOMATIC AUTO OEM D16Z6 VTEC. Obd1 p75 ecu 94 95 INTEGRA RS LS NON GSR ECU OEM STOCK 37820-P75.


Not hard to do and the auto ECU's are much cheaper. Use an OBD2 manual P72 with an OBD1 to OBD2 conversion harness. A write-up on this forum by me on how to convert a non-Vtec P75 ECU completely over to a fully functioning.

Mazda, Jai un ecu p75 obd-1 60$ harness conversion obd-2b obd-1 40$ exhaust 2-1/4po 93-95 Honda Prelude engine computer ecu manual H22 obd1 VTEC.

92-95 Civic and 93-95 Integra 37820-P05 P06 P08 P28 P29 P30 P72 P74 P75 PR4 it is possible to convert any ECU that is a member of the “family” into any other ECU by a combination of for fuel economy) and the 94-95 JDM GSR Automatic P72 (which is more like a OBD2 ECU inside. Manual P72 ECUs are ok).

hasport 63a auto to manual swap mount had water damage, im purchasing a chipped obd2 non VTEC ecu equivalent to a p75 with a basemap to what i have. P28 VTEC ECU w/ Hondata S100 Installed from $349.00. + Quick Shop 5-Speed/Manual. P75 ECU Stock (Unmodified / Virgin) $149.00. + Quick Shop. Ecu and Tuning - 99 dx civic with gsr swap need your help. Started by p75 obd2a ecu looking to get chipped and tuned. 2000 civic lx 159k auto black $2k. Obd2b To Obd1 Ecu Conversion Jumper Harness , Find Complete Details about Obd2b To Obd1 Ecu Conversion Jumper Harness P06 PR4 P75 P72 P28 P30 P73 P08 P61 P05 P09 Notes: This harness adapter is designed for use with manual transmission only. It is not designed for use with an automatic transmission. Pr4 ecu integra 5 spd manual chipped ecu b18b obd1 92 93 NON VTEC ECU + OBD2 TO OBD1 CONVERSION HARNESS PR4 P75 B18 B20 LS coupe 1.8L DOHC I4 140HP FWD 4-speed Automatic Transmission Aftermarket Racing.
Mail your ECU into us to be chipped with custom timing & fuel maps, 2step, shift light.

USDM Non-Vtec: P75, PR4, P05, P06 Auto to manual ECU conversion.

It is recommended that the ECU is sent to Hondata unless you are experienced in P74/P75 No No No Conversion of PR3-901 from automatic to manual.

Chipped Tuned P28 VTEC ECU for 92 95 Civic B16 B16A JDM Swap.

OBD1 B16A Manual Trans. USDM Honda OBD1 92 95 ECU JDM.

B16a ECU P30 Eg6 Honda B16a Obd1 B16a 92-95 Socketing Kit.

P28 P30 P72 P06 PR4 P75 P61 Free Ship. JDM OBD1 P30 Automatic ECU for B16A (Virgin) Dannyloski.

Rywire Brake, Clutch and Custom Radiators are becoming increasingly popular as well. We sell & troubleshoot AEM, Hondata, ID Injectors, Chipped ECU's, AIM.


Integra OBD1 Performance ECU Chip P75 ECU Non Vtec Redline 8,000 rpm Engine + 5-Speed Manual Transmission +ECU + Harness * conversions.
to Malaysian Ringgit based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates.

We have ecu's (P28, P2P, P75, P05, P0A, P06, P2E, P2T, PR4, P72), Vtec solenoids, exhaust headers, auto-to-manual conversion, suspension, timing belt, water. OBD1 ECU Chipping Service P05, P06, P28, P30, P72, P75, PR4, P06 vtec conversions, P05 vtec /pathdir/6ESS/p06-ecu-auto-to-manual-conversion.pdf. 96 97 98 99

Acura Integra Engine Computer ECU ECM AT OEM · JDM Honda Acura 94 95 Acura Integra engine computer ecu auto P75 obd1 37820

P75 C51 ACURA INTEGRA 2D G2 M3 MANUAL MIRRORS RED LED ARROW TURN Engine motor complete full SWAP SETUP · Engine Computer ECU INTEGRA 94.

>>>CLICK HERE<<<

Nissan 240sx S13 Auto to Manual Swap (5 speed swap) Chip A 5spd Honda ECU For Chrome I can chip your ecu p06 p28 p61 p72 p75 pr4 ECU'S $78 WITH.